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Abstract 

Very little is currently known about the cerebral characteristics that underlie 

the complex processes of meditation as only a limited number of studies have 

addressed this topic. Research exploring structural connectivity in meditation 

practitioners is particularly rare. We thus acquired diffusion tensor imaging 

(DTI) data of high angular and spatial resolution and used atlas-based tract 

mapping methods to investigate white matter fiber characteristics in a well-

matched sample of long-term meditators and controls (n=54). A broad field 

mapping approach estimated the fractional anisotropy (FA) for twenty 

different fiber tracts (i.e., nine tracts in each hemisphere and two inter-

hemispheric tracts) that were subsequently used as dependent measures. 

Results showed pronounced structural connectivity in meditators compared 

to controls throughout the entire brain within major projection pathways, 

commissural pathways, and association pathways. The largest group 

differences were observed within the corticospinal tract, the temporal 

component of the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the uncinate 

fasciculus. While cross-sectional studies represent a good starting point for 

elucidating possible links between meditation and white matter fiber 

characteristics, longitudinal studies will be necessary to determine the relative 

contribution of nature and nurture to enhanced structural connectivity in 

long-term meditators. 

Introduction 

Meditation is a cognitive practice directed at stilling the fluctuations of the 

mind (Baerentsen et al., 2009). Meditators, especially long-term practitioners, 

provide an ideal human model for investigating brain plasticity given their 

ongoing, frequent, and regular cognitive efforts. The effect of meditation on 

brain function has been addressed in a large number of functional studies 
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(Cahn and Polich, 2006). However, research exploring possible links between 

meditation and brain structure is still surprisingly sparse. With only a small 

number of structural MRI studies published, existing findings point to larger 

brain regions (thicker cortices, more brain tissue, and a diminished age-

related atrophy, respectively) in meditators compared to control subjects 

(Grant et al., 2010; Luders et al., 2009b; Holzel et al., 2008; Vestergaard-

Poulsen et al., 2008; Pagnoni and Cekic, 2007; Lazar et al., 2005). Recent 

longitudinal MRI studies complement these cross-sectional outcomes by 

revealing actual meditation-induced increases in gray matter (GM) density as 

a consequence of mindfulness-based stress reduction interventions over eight 

weeks (Holzel et al., 2010). Interestingly, existing findings appear to support the 

notion that significant links between meditation and brain anatomy are wide-

spread throughout the entire brain involving both cortical and subcortical 

regions (e.g., superior, middle and inferior frontal gyrus, orbito-frontal cortex, 

paracentral regions [including somatosensory cortex], inferior temporal, 

superior temporal, fusiform, and cingulate gyrus, insula, thalamus, putamen, 

and hippocampus) as well as the brain stem and the cerebellum. 

Consequently, one might also expect enhanced brain connectivity in 

meditators, particularly with respect to fiber tracts connecting those 

aforementioned brain regions shown to be linked to meditation. 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is an exciting, relatively new imaging modality 

providing valuable insights into the structural connectivity of the brain by 

quantifying the overall orientation of white matter bundles. Nevertheless, DTI 

studies in meditators are surprisingly rare. In fact, to our knowledge, only one 

study incorporated DTI-based data and assessed the effect of an Integrative 

Body–Mind Training (IBMT) in a subsample of 22 subjects (Tang et al., 2010). 

Indeed, this longitudinal study demonstrated that as few as 11 hours of IBMT 

(spread over one month) is sufficient to raise the fractional anisotropy (FA) – 

an indicator of white matter integrity – of several fiber tracts, including the 

superior and anterior corona radiata, the genu and body of the corpus 

callosum, and the superior longitudinal fasciculus. However, given the lack of 

any additional reports regarding DTI-based findings, further studies are clearly 

necessary to advance this field of research. Thus, we set out to compare fiber 

characteristics utilizing DTI and atlas-based tract mapping methods in a 

relatively large sample of long-term meditators and well-matched controls. To 

expand the extremely sparse literature with respect to DTI-based findings and 

to provide a foundation against which future outcomes can be compared, 

we applied a broad field mapping approach and investigated 20 different 

fiber tracts (i.e., 9 tracts in each hemisphere and 2 inter-hemispheric tracts). 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

Our sample consisted of 27 active meditation practitioners (mean age ± SD: 

51.6 ± 12.3 years) and 27 sex- and age-matched controls (mean age ± SD: 

51.4 ± 12.4 years). Both the meditation and the control group contained 11 
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men and 16 women. The maximum allowed age difference within a sex-

matched pair across groups was two years. Altogether, age ranged between 

25 and 71 years. Both groups were comparable with respect to their 

educational background with 89% of all mediators and 93% of all controls 

having, at least, some college experience (7 mediators as well as 7 controls 

had a Master's degree or higher; 3 mediators and 2 controls had a high 

school degree or lower). While the scans for the controls were obtained from 

the International-Consortium-for-Brain-Mapping (ICBM) database of normal 

adults (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ICBM/Databases/), meditators were newly 

recruited from various meditation venues. Years of meditation practice 

ranged between 5 and 46 years (mean ± SD: 23.3 ± 12.2 years), where self-

reported meditation styles included Shamatha, Vipassana, and Zazen (which 

were practiced by about 55% of the meditators, either exclusively or in 

combination with other styles). A detailed overview about all subject-specific 

meditation styles is provided in Supplemental Table 1. The current sample 

(n=54) was partly overlapping with a sample (n=44) which has been 

described previously (Luders et al., 2009b). More specifically, 67% of the 

current subjects (81% of the meditators; 52% of the controls) had been 

included in our prior study investigating gray matter. All left-handers, however, 

have now been excluded and the sample only contained right-handers 

based on self-reports of hand preference for selected activities. All subjects 

were required to be free of any neurological and psychiatric disorders and 

gave informed consent according to institutional guidelines (Institutional 

Review Board of the University of Los Angeles, California). 

Image Acquisition 

DTI data was acquired on a 1.5T Siemens Sonata scanner (Erlangen, 

Germany) using an 8-channel head coil. The DTI acquisition protocol included 

a whole-brain sequence with 5 non-diffusion-weighted images (b=0 s/mm2) 

and 30 directionally sensitized diffusion-weighted images (b=1000 s/mm2), with 

55 brain slices oriented obliquely to the AC–PC line (TR=6400 ms, TE=83 ms, 

FOV: 240×240 mm, matrix: 96×96, voxel dimensions: 2.5 mm × 2.5mm × 2.5 

mm). The DTI sequence was designed to have minimal eddy current induced 

distortions (Reese et al., 2003), whereas parallel imaging was employed to 

substantially reduce EPI distortions (Heidemann et al., 2003). High-resolution T1-

weighted MPRAGE sequences were collected in addition (TR=1900 ms; 

TE=4.38 ms; flip angle: 15°, FOV: 256×256; voxel size: 1 mm3; NEX=4; TI=1100). All 

image data were visually inspected for apparent artifacts due to subject 

motion and instrumental malfunction. 

Data Processing 

Images were corrected for motion artifacts using a 3D rigid body registration 

(Woods et al., 1998a) and for eddy current induced distortions using a 2D 

nonlinear registration algorithm (Woods et al., 1998b), where all diffusion-

weighted images were registered to the first non-diffusion-weighted image in 

the series. Using the CLAPACK library (Anderson et al., 1999) and in-house 
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software written in C, the diffusion tensor was computed at each voxel using 

a linear least-squares method to fit the log-transformed data of the signal 

intensities (Basser et al., 1994). Finally, the resultant eigenvalues were used to 

compute the FA. 

Tract-based Atlasing 

Analyses were focused on the mean FA within 20 regions of interest (ROIs) 

defined in the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white matter tractography atlas 

(Hua et al., 2008; Wakana et al., 2007): anterior thalamic radiation (ATR), 

cingulum – cingulate gyrus (CgC), cingulum – hippocampus (CgH), 

corticospinal tract (CST), inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO), inferior 

longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), SLF temporal 

component (tSLF), and uncinate fasciculus (UNC) within each hemisphere, 

and the forceps major (Fmajor) and minor (Fminor) across hemispheres (see 

Figure 1). ROI-specific mean FA was computed within each subject's native 

space. For this purpose, we spatially aligned the T1-weighted reference brain 

from the JHU tractography atlas to each subject's T1-weighted image using a 

non-linear registration algorithm (Woods et al., 1998b). This resulted in one 

transformation file for each subject. A second transformation file was 

generated by computing a rigid-body registration between each subject's T1-

weighted image and each subject's first non-diffusion-weighted image1 

(Woods et al., 1998a). Then, the two transformation files were combined and 

applied to each ROI in the JHU atlas essentially resulting in ROIs within each 

subject's native space. ROIs were overlaid onto each subject's MR image in 

native space and visually inspected to ensure that automatically generated 

labels corresponded to individual brain anatomy. Subsequently, for each 

subject, mean FA was computed within each of the 20 ROIs (for ROI-specific 

mean FA ± SD within meditators and controls see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1 

Regions of interest (ROIs) 

 

Figure 2 

ROI-specific FA within controls (blue) and meditators (orange) 
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FA Differences between Long-term Meditators and Controls 

All statistical analyses were conducted in PASW Statistics 18 

(http://www.spss.com/). We used two separate statistical models; one to 

accommodate tracts with both left- and right-hemispheric measurements 

and the other for midline tracts only. Specifically, for the 9 bilateral tracts, left- 

and right-hemispheric FA values were included as repeated measures in a 

multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) with Group (meditators / 

controls) as a between-subjects factor, Tract and Hemisphere as within-

subjects factors and Age as covariate. For the 2 callosal ROIs (that were 

measured at midline only), we did not run an omnibus test; instead, we 

applied post hoc comparisons with appropriate Bonferroni corrections. 

For the 9 bilateral tracts, follow-up analyses were only performed in the 

presence of significant omnibus effects from the multivariate analyses where 

p<0.05 (two-tailed) was determined as the threshold for statistical 

significance. That is, significant Group-by-Tract Interaction and significant 

Group-by-Tract-by-Hemisphere interactions were followed by determining 

effects for each ROI separately (hemisphere was again treated as a 

repeated measure for the bilateral tracts). The ROI-specific outcomes are 

shown in Table 1 (Group / Group-by-Hemisphere Interaction). Finally, 

significant ROI-specific Group-by-Hemisphere interactions were followed by 

comparing meditators and controls with respect to the left- and right-

hemispheric ROIs, separately. The hemisphere-specific outcomes are also 

shown in Table 1 (Left Hemisphere / Right Hemisphere). 

 

Table 1 

FA differences between meditators and controls 

Correlation between FA and the Amount of Meditation Experience 

In addition, we explored the link between the amount of individual 

meditation experience and white matter fiber connectivity. For this purpose, 

Pearson's correlations (after removing the partial effects of age) were used to 

examine the relationships between ROI-specific FA and three different 

indicators of meditation experience: (1) the number of meditation years; (2) 

the current frequency of the meditation practice (i.e., minutes per week); and 

(3) the accumulated life-time minutes (i.e., the current weekly minutes 

extrapolated over the number of meditation years). As a safeguard against 

type I error, Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons were applied. 
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Supplemental Analyses 

In order to further explore the possible underlying mechanisms for the 

observed group differences with respect to FA, we conducted two 

supplementary analyses: First, we obtained related diffusivity measures, such 

as axial diffusivity (λll) and radial diffusivity (λ⊥) as detailed elsewhere (Song et 

al., 2002). We then compared these ROI-specific measures between 

meditators and controls using the same statistical models as described above 

for FA. Second, we investigated whether ROI-specific FA is correlated with 

age, and whether these correlations are significantly different between 

meditators and controls. For this purpose, we used linear regressions to model 

the association between FA and age for each group (meditators and 

controls), and we compared the betas associated with the dependent 

variable (i.e. age) between the two groups using the homoscedasticity 

assumption for the errors in the two populations (Cohen, 1983). In addition, we 

generated group-specific scatter plots and regression slopes for each ROI 

(see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 

Correlations between FA and Age 

Results 

FA Differences between Long-term Meditators and Controls 

The repeated-measures omnibus model including the 9 bilateral tracts yielded 

a significant Group-by-Tract Interaction (F[8,44]=3.332; p=0.005) and a 

significant Group-by-Tract-by-Hemisphere interaction (F[8,44]=2.452; p=0.027). 

As summarized in Table 1 (Group), we detected significantly larger FA in 

meditators than in controls within the following fiber tracts: anterior thalamic 

radiation (ATR), cingulum - hippocampus (CgH), corticospinal tract (CST), 

inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), 

superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), SLF temporal component (tSLF), uncinate 

fasciculus (UNC), and forceps minor (Fminor). Moreover, as shown in Table 1 

(Group-by-Hemisphere Interaction), we detected significant interactions for 

CgC, CgH and tSLF as well as a trend for a significant interaction for SLF. 

As further summarized in Table 1 (Left Hemisphere / Right Hemisphere), post 

hoc comparisons revealed significantly larger FA in meditators within the right 

CgC and right CgH but not within the left CgC and left CgH. In contrast, 

larger FA in meditators within tSLF and SLF were significant in both 
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hemispheres, albeit effects were more pronounced in the left hemisphere 

than in the right hemisphere. Importantly, there were no fiber tracts that 

showed significantly larger FA measures in controls compared to meditators.2 

The overall trend for smaller FA values in controls is also reflected in the ROI-

specific mean FA ± SD, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Correlation between FA and the Amount of Meditation Experience 

Significant correlations between ROI-specific FA and the number of 

meditation years were absent. Similarly, we detected no significant 

correlations between ROI-specific FA and the current frequency of the 

meditation practice (i.e., minutes per week). Although we detected 

significant positive correlations between the accumulated life-time minutes 

and the FA of the left CgH (r=.404; p=0.041) as well as the right CgC, on a 

trend level (r=.364; p=0.068) these findings did not survive when applying 

Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. 

Supplemental Analysis I: Axial and Radial Diffusivity 

Meditators and controls did not differ significantly with respect to either axial 

diffusivity or radial diffusivity for any of the ROIs (the only exception was the 

UNC, where meditators had a slightly larger axial diffusivity). More specifically, 

with respect to axial diffusivity, the repeated-measures omnibus model 

including the 9 bilateral tracts yielded a significant Group-by-Tract Interaction 

(F[8,44]=3.003; p=0.009) and a significant Group-by-Tract-by-Hemisphere 

interaction (F[8,44]=2.242; p=0.042). As summarized in Supplemental Tables 3, 

follow-up analyses revealed a significantly larger axial diffusivity in meditators 

for the uncinate fasciculus (UNC). With respect to radial diffusivity, the 

repeated-measures omnibus model including the 9 bilateral tracts yielded a 

significant Group-by-Tract Interaction (F[8,44]=2.866; p=0.012) and a 

significant Group-by-Tract-by-Hemisphere interaction (F[8,44]=2.552; p=0.022). 

However, as summarized in Supplemental Tables 4, follow-up analyses did not 

reveal significant group differences for any of the tracts. 

Supplemental Analysis II: Correlation between FA and Age 

As shown in Table 2 (Controls / Meditators), FA and age were highly 

correlated with smaller FA measures in older subjects. These negative 

correlations were evident both in meditators and in controls (with the 

exception of the right CST in meditators which showed a positive correlation). 

However, as also reflected in the slopes of the regression lines (Figure 3), the 

age-related decline in meditators was much less prominent than in controls. 

This group difference with respect to the correlations between FA and age 

reached statistical significance for all of the ROIs, except the left and right 

CgH and the left CgC (Table 2; Controls versus Meditators). 
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Table 2 

Correlations between FA and age 

Discussion 

We detected larger FA throughout the entire brain when comparing long-

term meditators against a well-matched sample of healthy controls. FA is a 

measure of how anisotropic (cigar-shaped) the fitted tensor is within a given 

voxel. That is, FA indicates the degree of directional sensitivity of water 

diffusion within the voxel (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996). As summarized recently 

(Thomason and Thompson, 2010), higher FA measures reflect fibers that are 

more numerous, more dense, more myelinated, or more coherent in 

orientation which, in turn, influences the ability to rapidly relay electrical 

signals. Although, paradoxically, a loss of crossing white-matter fibers also 

leads to increased FA (because that implies a higher proportion of fibers 

running in the principal diffusion direction), larger FA values are generally 

interpreted as consistent with an enhanced connectivity; either achieved 

through the more numerous transmitting units and/or their superior efficiency 

as a result of axonal morphology and myelination. 

Correspondence with Previous Findings 

Larger FA values in meditators were particularly evident (i.e., p≤0.001) within 

the temporal component of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (tSLF) in the 

left hemisphere, as well as within the uncinate fasciculus (UNC) and the 

corticospinal tract (CST) in both hemispheres. To our knowledge, only one 

previous study assessed the link between FA and meditative practices (Tang 

et al., 2010). However, since that particular study was based on longitudinal 

analyses in meditation novices (rather than cross-sectional analyses in long-

term practitioners) the relevance of these findings to ours is less direct. Given 

the lack of comparable DTI-based findings, the subsequent paragraphs 

attempt to relate our current observations to other MRI-based findings from 

meditation studies. Although the inter-relations between different anatomical 

substrates require further investigation, this discussion may provide a useful 

context for considering how meditation practices may influence cerebral 

macro- and microstructure at the regional level. Eventually, a more direct 

comparison between measures across different imaging modalities might 

lead to the identification of brain regions, networks, and system involved in 

the process of meditation. 
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The SLF traverses through the superior temporal gyrus. Thus, the observed 

larger FA of the tSLF may be related to thicker cortices in meditators in the 

caudal area of the temporal lobe (Lazar et al., 2005). Moreover, it might also 

correspond to previous findings within the inferior temporal gyrus indicating 

larger GM volumes / concentration in meditators compared to controls as 

well as a positive correlations between cumulated meditation hours and GM 

concentration (Luders et al., 2009b; Holzel et al., 2008). Although the inferior 

temporal gyrus (Luders et al., 2009b; Holzel et al., 2008) contains less direct 

tSLF projections than the superior temporal gyrus (Lazar et al., 2005), all three 

studies reported alterations within the left hemisphere. Intriguingly, these 

hemisphere-specific effects agree well with our observations of pronounced 

group differences with the left tSLF (and also left SLF). Recent DTI-based 

outcomes complement these findings by demonstrating meditation-induced 

FA changes within the left SLF (Tang et al., 2010). Whether hemispheric shifts 

pertaining to group differences within tSLF/SLF are related to hemisphere-

specific functional associations, perhaps within the language domain, 

remains to be established in future studies. 

The UNC has a ventral part that connects the orbital cortex with the 

amygdala and the hippocampal gyrus (Kier et al., 2004). Thus, the larger FA of 

this fiber tract may relate to the larger GM volumes within the orbito-frontal 

cortex and larger hippocampal volumes as were previously reported in an 

overlapping sample of meditators (Luders et al., 2009b). Moreover, the larger 

FA of the UNC may be linked to the higher GM density observed in meditators 

within the inferior frontal lobe (Vestergaard-Poulsen et al., 2008) and likewise, 

contribute to the positive correlations between cumulated meditation hours 

and GM concentration within the orbito-frontal cortex (Holzel et al., 2008). 

Since both orbito-frontal and hippocampal regions have been implicated in 

emotional regulation and emotional response control (Quirk and Beer, 2006; 

Davidson et al., 2000), we had suggested previously that “larger volumes in 

these regions might account for meditators’ singular abilities and habits to 

cultivate positive emotions, retain emotional stability, and engage in mindful 

behavior” (Luders et al., 2009b). The currently observed pronounced 

connectivity of the UNC in long-term meditators adds further support to this 

hypothesis. 

The larger FA of the CST in meditators may be more difficult to interpret as this 

fiber tract “originates from an extensive cortical territory including 

somatosensory and parietal cortex, but most fibres stem from primary motor 

and premotor areas” (Westerhausen et al., 2007). Clearly, further research will 

be necessary to elucidate the functional relevance of links between 

meditation practices and structural alterations in motor areas of the brain. 

However, the current outcomes might be related to observations of 

enhanced GM in meditators (correlations between cortical thickness and 

hours of meditation experience, respectively) within paracentral and 

somatosensory areas (Grant et al., 2010; Luders et al., 2009b; Lazar et al., 

2005), particularly when thresholds were lowered to detect significance 

trends. Moreover, given that the CST passes through the medulla oblongata, 
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its currently observed larger FA might also correspond to findings of larger 

brain stem GM density in experienced meditators (Vestergaard-Poulsen et al., 

2008). The nuclei of the medulla oblongata are involved in respiratory and 

cardiac control, as discussed by Vestergaard-Poulsen (2008). Thus, the 

pronounced connectivity of the CST in meditators might be related to 

alterations in breathing and heart rate during (or as consequence of) 

meditation (An et al., 2010; Zeidan et al., 2010; Peressutti et al., 2010; Tang et 

al., 2009). 

Nature versus Nurture 

Our current study revealed significantly larger FA in long-term meditators 

compared to well-matched controls. Given the accumulating evidence for 

neuroplasticity on a macro-anatomical level (Driemeyer et al., 2008; Boyke et 

al., 2008; May et al., 2007; Draganski et al., 2006; Draganski et al., 2004) it is 

tempting to assume that the observed group differences constitute actual 

meditation-induced effects. However, due to the current cross-sectional 

design we cannot exclude the possibility that meditators might have brains 

that are fundamentally different to begin with. For example, a particular brain 

anatomy may have drawn an individual to meditation and/or helped 

maintain an ongoing practice. In order to reveal possible indicators (albeit 

not evidences) for meditation-induced effects, we examined the relationships 

between ROI-specific FA and amount of meditation experience. As previously 

argued, “a positive correlation would corroborate the causal role of 

meditation practice” (Holzel et al., 2008). Our study did not reveal such 

significant positive correlations contrasting with previous findings with respect 

to GM attributes (Grant et al., 2010; Holzel et al., 2008; Lazar et al., 2005). 

Indeed, this may imply that the observed larger FA in meditators constitutes a 

predisposition (rather than being the consequence of the practice). 

Notwithstanding, a possible explanation for the lack of significant correlations 

might be the confounding effects of age. That is, older subjects have the 

longest meditation history in general but are also more prone to age-related 

declines in white matter FA, as demonstrated in our current study but also by 

others (Sullivan et al., 2010; Madden et al., 2009; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 

2006). Although the variance associated with age was controlled for in our 

statistical model, the trajectory of age effects might be regionally variable 

which may have masked any significant associations between meditation 

experience and FA. Moreover, it is possible that the chosen indicators of 

meditation experience may be less accurate for determining the actual 

extent / intensity of the individual training. That is, although we have subject-

specific estimates with respect to frequency and length of their current 

meditation sessions, extrapolations over lengthy periods (up to 46 years) are 

subjective rather than precise. The problem is further complicated by the fact 

that meditation styles vary across meditators; however, even if all meditators 

practiced one particular style (and consistently over time), they are likely to 

be engaged differently in their mental exercises. Altogether, this may explain 

the lack of any significant correlations between FA and the amount of 
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meditation experience. Longitudinal DTI studies are clearly necessary to 

determine whether larger FA within long-term meditation practitioners was 

actually induced by meditation, whether it was an innate prerequisite for the 

start and continuation of meditation, or whether it was a combination of 

nature and nurture (Wan and Schlaug, 2010). 

Importantly, there is already some DTI-based evidence for actual meditation-

induced changes within the left SLF after only one month of an Integrative 

Body–Mind Training (Tang et al., 2010). Moreover, a longitudinal MRI study 

revealed tissue enlargement of the left hippocampus and at the left temporo-

parietal junction as a consequence of an 8-week mindfulness-based 

intervention (Holzel et al., 2010). Thus, the currently observed effects within tSLF 

(i.e., a fiber tract constituting the temporal component of the SLF 

originating/terminating in the vicinity of the temporo-parieto junction) and 

within UNC (i.e., a fiber tract linked to the hippocampus) may indeed 

represent actual effects of meditation, especially since the mean duration of 

meditation practice was more than 23 years. Similarly, the outcomes of the 

two existing longitudinal studies (Tang et al., 2010; Holzel et al., 2010) suggest 

that larger FA within SLF (i.e., the entire fiber tract connecting frontal and 

temporo-parietal regions) and CgH (i.e., another fiber bundle linked to the 

hippocampus) were induced by active meditation practices. Since the CgH 

also connects with the cingulate cortex, supplementary support for its 

susceptibility to meditation effects is provided by longitudinal effects with 

respect to cingulate fiber tracts (i.e., corona radiata) and cingulate GM 

tissue, as outlined below. 

The two aforementioned longitudinal studies (Tang et al., 2010; Holzel et al., 

2010) revealed additional effects of meditation (i.e., larger FA or GM density) 

within the superior and anterior corona radiata, the callosal genu and body, 

as well as within the posterior cingulate and the cerebellum. Thus, the 

currently observed larger FA within forceps minor [Fminor] (i.e., the frontal 

projection of the corpus callosum) and within the right cingulate bundle 

[CgC] (i.e., the fiber tract corresponding to the corona radiata) might indeed 

constitute meditation-induced features in long-term practitioners. Future 

research will be necessary to determine whether larger FA within the 

remaining regions (i.e., anterior thalamic radiation [ATR], inferior fronto-

occipital fasciculus [IFO], and inferior longitudinal fasciculus [ILF]) was the 

cause or consequence of active meditation practices. Existing cross-sectional 

MRI studies, reporting larger GM volumes within frontal, temporal, and 

thalamic regions (Luders et al., 2009b; Holzel et al., 2008; Vestergaard-Poulsen 

et al., 2008) seem in agreement with respect to the spatial location of current 

DTI findings. 

Possible Underlying Mechanisms and Relevance 

If we assume that (at least some of) the observed larger FA in meditators is 

caused by actively meditating (rather than an innate prerequisite for the start 

and/or continuation of meditation) the question arises for the underlying 
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mechanism. FA may reflect differences in the degree of angular distribution, 

differences in the degree of myelination, as well as differences in the number 

and/or density of fibers (Alexander et al., 2010; Madler et al., 2008; Song et al., 

2002). Others have suggested that characteristics of axonal membranes play 

the dominant role in determining the amount of anisotropy (Imfeld et al., 

2009; Beaulieu, 2002). On the one hand, it is possible that actively meditating 

(especially regularly meditating over a long period of time) can induce 

plastic changes on a micro-anatomical level, such as myelinogenesis 

(Demerens et al., 1996). As a consequence, FA in meditators may increase 

and possibly lead to macroscopic effects observable via DTI. On the other 

hand, if practiced regularly and over years, meditation might slow down 

aging-relating brain atrophy, perhaps due to altering (i.e., positively affecting) 

autonomic regulation and immune activity (Cysarz and Bussing, 2005; 

Davidson et al., 2003; Kubota et al., 2001). This assumption is consistent with 

our observation of significantly reduced rates of FA decline in long-term 

meditators compared to age-matched controls. Similar observations 

indicating typical age-related decreases in controls but not in meditation 

practitioners have been previously reported with respect to gray matter and 

cortical thickness (Pagnoni and Cekic, 2007; Lazar et al., 2005). It is certainly 

reasonable to assume that some brain regions or networks in long-term 

meditators are changed through training whereas others are only better 

maintained. However, it is equally plausible, that it is a combination of both 

effects. 

Regardless the exact underlying mechanism, it is worth noting that the 

observed group differences are not only confined to a particular core region 

but rather involve large-scale networks which include the frontal, temporal, 

parietal, occipital lobes, the anterior corpus callosum, as well as limbic 

structures and the brain stem. Thus, meditation appears to be a powerful 

mental exercise with the potential to change the physical structure of the 

brain at large. Collecting evidence that active, frequent, and regular 

meditation practices cause alterations of white matter fiber tracts that are 

profound and sustainable (i.e., outlasting the actual duration of the 

meditation session), may become relevant for patient populations suffering 

from axonal demyelination and white matter atrophy. However, given the 

extremely sparse data more research (especially long-term analyses) in 

normative samples (rather than patient populations) is required before taking 

meditation into clinical trial studies. 

Implications for Future Research 

Future studies may expand this line of research by complementing 

anatomical measures with neuropsychological measures (Pagnoni and 

Cekic, 2007). For example, the SLF has been suggested to be involved in 

regulating spatial attention (Makris et al., 2005). Thus, the observed larger FA 

of the tSLF and SLF in mediators may be directly related to the importance 

assigned to attentional self-regulation, a core characteristic of meditation 

practices. Subsequent studies could therefore address if meditators show 
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increased capacities for sustained attention that link more directly with 

increased FA within the SLF (tSLF). Moreover, since numerous studies revealed 

associations between brain anatomy and intelligence (Luders et al., 2009a), 

matching meditators and controls for IQ (and/or for various aspects of life 

style), will ensure that these variables do not contribute to the observed 

results. In addition, while the current work may capture the underlying 

anatomical substrates for the common ‘nucleus’ that characterizes 

meditation in general (Baerentsen et al., 2009), future studies, if sufficiently 

powered, may want to consider exploring possible differential effects of 

various meditation styles. 

Research Highlights 

 Little is known about the cerebral characteristics that underlie 

meditation. 

 Our DTI study revealed enhanced structural connectivity in meditators. 

 FA was larger within projection, commissural, and association 

pathways. 

 Largest effects were observed bilaterally within CST and UNC, and 

within left tSLF. 

 Meditation might be a powerful tool to change the physical structure of 

the brain. 
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1The reason for registering the T1-weighted image to the non-diffusion-

weighted image (rather than to the diffusion-weighted image) is the higher 

signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., the non-diffusion-weighted image has a contrast of a 

T2-weighted image). Note, due to the preceding motion correction, the non-

diffusion-weighted image is spatially aligned to all of the diffusion-weighted 

images within a subject. 

2When conducting these analyses without including age as covariate, 

findings were very similar but slightly less significant. Supplemental Table 2 

illustrates the ROI-specific outcomes without co-varying for age. Note, while 

the direction of the effect (i.e., meditators > controls) did not change for any 

of the comparisons, the group effect for ATR was no longer significant. 

Similarly, we lost the right-hemispheric effect for SLF. Nevertheless, the group 

effect, the group-by-hemisphere interaction, and the left-hemispheric effect 

were still significant for SLF. 
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